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ABSTRACT
In context with STCW semester at AAMS and the annual mandatory project, group C have visited
newly constructed E-Ferry witch is planned for sea trials in august 2018. The project has its focus
point around fire and safety at sea, regulations, and laws regarding the subject. During our visit at
the ferry construction site we were able to get insight and documentation regarding the subject we
were to write about. We analyzed the data gathered in form of interviews and documentation from
the project and compared it to the laws and regulations stated by DMA, SOLAS, DNV-GL to see
whether the ship was seaworthy during the voyage.
We concluded from our analysis that Ellen E-Ferry complies with the laws regarding fire safety and
sea rescue regarding equipment and installations as well as personnel training within the field.
Some subjects within the rapport do not comply with current regulations and are still work in
progress because the ship is rated under a category known as alternative design. This means that
specific rules might or might not apply for the ferry and must be acknowledged by DMA.
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PREFACE
The framework for this project deals with firefighting and maritime rescue at sea, which have been
based on the electric ferry, Ellen. The topic of this report deals with the subjects from 8 semesters,
as well as the theory that has been used during this semester.
We would like to thank Trine Heinemann from Ærø commune, to give us time for interviews and
mail correspondence. We will also thank Ole Jensen from Ærø ferry, for a guided tour on Ellen, and
to give us time on phone and mail.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Initiation
This project is written at the end of 8th semester at Aarhus school of marine and technical
engineering. The content for this project must include Fire-fighting onboard, rescue at sea, Auxiliary
and service systems. As an introduction to the subject, different theories have been studied on the
subject. We have, for example, looked at STCW convention and SOLAS.

The background for this project is that we as students should gain as much knowledge as possible
about to be a marine engineer at sea, so it was important for the group to find a relevant ship, so we
can use the theories in practice.

We got in contact with Project Coordinator from Ærø commune, Trine Heinemann, to get a guide
tour of the e ferry Ellen. On our visit to Ellen we got a guide tour from a marine engineer Ole Jensen,
from Ærø ferry. He gave us a technical insight into how Ellen is built.

After visiting Ellen, we were very curious about what requirements should be followed to construct
an Electric ferry. We curious about the rules and regulations, do the same rules apply for a regular
ferry or are there special rules for this type of ferry. We were wondering how their muster plan, and
fire control plan looks for a ferry with almost 200 passengers.

Questions
How does the E-ferry Ellen secure safety-related and legal operation in accordance with the
current rules on sea survival, safety and fire?
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Method
This report deals with safety onboard Ellen E Ferry. There will be drawn comparisons between the
law and practice concerning safety procedures and if complying with the regulations is an issue
when building an electric driven ship.

The report will be based on existing legalization within the field, the laws used within the report will
be considered as quantitative theory and will be hold against empirical data that we have acquired
during our visit at E ferry Ellen, which will be used as a qualitative data.
All the data delivered by E Ferry project is quantitative theory because most of the borrowed
material comes from subcontractors.
To ensure highest possible reliability within empirical basis for E ferry report. Data has been
gathered from multiple independent sources, such as Ærø commune, E Ferry, Ærø ferry and Marstal
Navigation school.
Based on the quantitative theory from the legislation and the mixed quantitative and qualitative
empiricism of E Ferry, the report will work deductively to illuminate the security laws and the actual
safety of the ferry.
Because the report is using both quantitative and qualitative approach, there will be used a mixed
method to further analyze the gathered data.

Method of reference to sources
For reference to sources, this report uses the Harvard standard. The purpose of making referrals, is
to allow the reader to be able to check the possible postulates. Reference is also made to sources to
enable the reader to see how the author in the report has taken his knowledge from various sources
and to accommodate the ideas and theories of the original author. Furthermore, it allows for the
reader to see that the authors understanding of the subject. It is important that the author gets the
report to appear as his own. Failure to illustrate these sources may be caught in a plagiarism filter.
However, things that the standard does not prescribe will be added. When referring to books, it is
good practice to add the page number, but it is not described, only if quoted directly. Below will be
shown how the referrals look:
In text:
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Book with an author:
Example
(Bird, 2014, p. 84)
Book with several authors:
(Hansen, et al., 2014, pp. 461-462)
In the literature list:
Book with an author
Example
Bird, J., 2014. Electrical circuit theory and technology. Milton: Routledge
Author, Initials., Year. Book Title. Version. (Exit if this is the first) City where it is printed: Publisher.
Book with several authors
Example
Hansen, K., Heide, A., Knerkegaard, P.L. & Sørensen, H.B., 2014. Organization. 3rd edition red. et al.,
Hans Reitzels Forlag 2013.
Authors, Initials., Year. Book Title. Version. (Exit if this is the first) City where it is printed: Publisher.
The above examples are the usual options, but there should be references in addition to these,
referrals are made in relation to the following website:
https://libweb.anglia.ac.uk/referencing/harvard.htm
Sources in text like the above will be written in this report in such a way that after each section a
source is written. Is the page divided from the outside group's meaning into sections such that the
insertion of sources after each section will interfere with reading the flow to the reader, these
sources will be written at the end of the page
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BOUNDARY
This project has it turning point around safety onboard Ellen-E ferry.
Regulations used in this semester project are limited to and will include flowing.
-DMAs notice D, DNV GL Handbook for Maritime and Offshore Battery Systems,
-DNVGL-CP-0418 Lithium battery type approval classification, DIRECTIVE 2009/45/EC OF THE
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT safety rules and standards for passenger ships,
-1455 Guidelines for the approval of alternatives and equivalents as provided for in various IMO
instruments.
DMAs notice D is a reflection of notice B, which is based on SOLAS.
All the technical information regarding equipment and installations onboard Ellen E-ferry are
provided only by affiliated business and committees in charge of construction, building and running
the ferry.
The Projects safety aspect focuses mainly on installation and equipment regarding ferry operation in
national waters in regard to regulations, however differences between a regular ferry and a electric
driven one might be taken up in certain parts of the report where needed.
Interviews for the project are based upon the informal interview during our first visit at ferry
construction site. Followed by unstructured interview via telephone for the answers we are missing.
SMS system has not been made yet so that subject will be based purely by theoretical approach.
The ship is not yet operational, and the documentation is still under “work in progress” so the result
might deviate from the end product.
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BACKGROUND
The idea behind creating a fully electric ferry, was formed at the end of 2012 by a group of local
citizens from Ærø commune. During that time, energy consumption and traveling price for the local
ferry routes have been increasing, while the technology advancements and overall transportation
quality has been standing still.
The Group behind the idea of electric ferry, called their proposed project (Vision Grønne Færger),
which was designed from the ideology of highly efficient energy design. The ferry project was
assigned to a local naval architect Jens Kristiansen who was in charge of designing the ferry.
Various committees from Ærø commune and multiple other investors was contacted and agreed to
join the project, hereby creating a partnership with a common goal of creating fully electric zeroemission ferry design for inland waterways with a highly optimized hull for efficiency.
With self-financing and funding from Eu Regional mediator the feasibility study was conducted,
which showed remarkable results and encouraged the project to continue on a fully electric battery
driven path.
(Greenferryvision, 2018)

Furthermore, the feasibility study results encouraged to seek funds from Eu Horizon 2020 which is a
European funding organization that funds research and innovation projects as means to drive
economic growth and create jobs.
Eu complied to fund the project with 120 million DKK with few changes in partnership agreements
and multiple European companies were involved.
(Research, 2014)

At the time of writing the Ferry is in Søby at Ærø island awaiting last equipment to arrive so sea trials
can be conducted.
(Jensen, 2018)
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TECHNICAL BACKGROUD OF THE FERRY
The land base electrical installation for the ferry
charging systems can be divided into following
subsystems.
Transformers, rectifiers and the charger arm.
Transformer building consist 4 Passive oil cooled
transformers Each delivering 1200kVA at 10400/500V
exchange rate. (Topp, 2018)
The Converters are delivered by Visedo and function
to convert(rectify) incoming alternating current to DC
power output.
To insure a stable power delivery and to prevent
malfunctions the alternating current is passed through
sinusoidal sine wave filters which ensures that there
wouldn’t be unforeseen voltage spikes during battery
charging process. (Visedo, 2018)
From transformer/rectifier building the current is
passed through a tunnel below the road to a charging
stick. Which is an automated arm that hydraulically
extends a plug
connection to the one
installed onboard the
ships bow, below the
retractable nose cone.
(Greenferryvision,
2018)

Figure 1 Ladesystemet
Figure 2, Ladesystem,
http://www.xn--el-frgeprojekt-3ib.dk/om-e-ferry

(xn.el.frgeprojekt-3rb.dk/om-eferry)

Figure 1 chargingsystem
http://www.xn--el-frgeprojekt-3ib.dk/om-e-ferry
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Ship electronics and the battery system onboard the ferry is a mix of a battery pack, DC to AC
converters, Electric drives and a battery management system.
The battery technology in use onboard is Lithium-ion graphite/NMC, provided by Leclanche
The battery pack contains a total of 26880 battery cells packed into 840 batteries which are then
placed into 20 separate cabinets. The energy density of the total onboard installation is 4.3MW/hr
which is equal to the total power output of the land-based charging system.
Battery system have been specially developed and approved by qualification company DNV-GL,
Batteries can be easily replaced if depleted or damaged. (Lechanche, 2018)
The Electric drivetrain onboard
is provided by visedo and the
model is called (Power drum).
It consist of 2 Permanent
magnet motors each providing
750kW power output to the
gear and shaft.
(Greenferryvision, 2018)

Figure 3 Electric motor - Power Drum

Provided by Leclanche, the Leclanché G2 Battery management system is specially designed for Eferry, it surveys charging operation during docking procedures and ensures that batteries are equally
charge with the required voltage. This is very imported since batteries are not discharged equally
during sailing. Battery management system surveys battery condition in terms of current capacity,
heat and overload protection.
The system is designed to foresee current draw and in advance and
calculate the usage for the trip so the navigation officer is aware
weather they can or cannot complete the trip from Søby to Fyns
hav.
The hardware modules do not differ from the standard equipment
Figure 4
Lechanche battery management
http://www.leclanche.com/technolo
gy-products/leclanchetechnology/modules-systems/

sold by leclanche, however the Scada interface and software if
specially designed to work with e ferry’s energy requirements.
(Anon., 2018)
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FIRE AND SAFETY
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to describe how the ship Ellen should be constructed regarding the fire
rating class described in the DMA notification D. Moving on to the different types of extinguisher
both permanently and movable will be looked at together with the personal protected equipment
which is needed in case of entry, in to a smoke-filled area. Last in this section different problems and
issues will be looked at, regarding to the fact that the ferry is equipped with 50 tons of batteries,
which in case of fire may cause short circuit. Also do to the fact that I completely battery driven ferry
is rather new concept and the rules are not completely updated in how such large battery room
should be formed etc. The philosophy of combating fires is to secure that the cells in the batteries
are not overheated.

Fire roll
To make sure that all the crew and eventually passengers knows if a fire occurs, there is of course
installed fire alarms serval places onboard the ship. When the fire detection system is sensing smoke
and flames the alarm goes off with continues ring or signaling. After this the fire roll go into action
and is executed as described below.
Position

Meeting point

Master

At the bridge

Duties
-

Leading firefighting power and ensure the safety
of the passenger

-

Establish and hold communication with the 1.
mate

-

Call firefighting teams from shore and stay in
contact.

-

Keep the passengers updated by using the Pasystem and lead the passengers away from the
fireplace.

-

Stop ventilation, and close remote operated fire
dampers

1. mate

Fireplaces

-

Start fire- sprinkler and water canon

-

Make decision of releasing firefighting systems.

-

Go to the fire place
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1. security crew

Fireplaces

2. security crew1

-

Keep the master posted on VHF.

-

Close manual operated fire dampers

-

Put out fire on the deck

-

Assist at the firefighting

-

Follow the masters instruction

1

If more than 147 passenger onboard

As seen in the table the 2. security crew is only needed doing the summer period, while the passage
count may be around 195.
(Plan, Fire & Safety, 2018)

Fire control plan
To be able to guide the officers of the ship, all ships must have a general arrangement plan/drawing
as described in DMA notification D II-2 A resolution 13, the purpose of these drawing is to clearly
show control station for each deck. Further on to see what fire rating classes is located on different
deck together with different types of the fire detection and fire alarm systems, sprinkler installation,
the fire-extinguishing appliances, means of access to different compartments, decks and so on.
The ventilation system including where the different fan control is positioned, and the position of
dampers with identification numbers of the ventilation fans which are serving each deck/section.
Alternatively, the previous can all be written in a booklet, which must be handed out to all offices
onboard and one example must be onboard at all time.
The general arrangement plan, or booklet must be present in the official language of the flag state
and on either English and French.
(Notice D, 2018)
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For ship which are longer than 24 meters the fire control plan or
booklet containing such plan must be store in a water and weather
tight enclosure outside the accommodation space, close to the
entrance from shore, so it’s easy accessible to the shore side
firefighting personnel. As you can see on the picture beside the fire
control plan is being located next to the deck office on the main
deck where the cars are boarding the ship, as described on the
resolution
The fire control plan must contain graphical symbols according to
IMO resolution A.654(16) like the one showing on the righthand
side.

Figure 5, Graphical symbol, IMO A.654

(Notice D, 2018)

Construction
Fire rating class

According to DMA chapter II-2 N fire class division, following requirements must be fulfilled to
ensure the ship complies with DNV-GL and SOLAS reg. II-2/3.3 requirements. Which states that ships
divisions separated by bulkheads and decks, must comply with the following.
The bulkheads and decks must by constructed of steel or a material with equal properties. The
bulkheads and decks must be sufficient stiffened and be constructed I a way to withstand a standard
one-hour fire test to insure that no flames of smoke will escape during that period.
The insulation of the parts mentioned above must comply with the strict rules witch states the
following: “materials average temperature of the unexposed side will not rise more than 140 ×C
above the original temperature, nor will the temperature, at any one point, including any joint, rise
more than 180 ×C above the original temperature” (Notice D, 2018)

The maximum allowed temperature difference will occur after a fire has been started. This
temperature difference is carefully measured and will
receive a fire class rating, which is categorized by the
following table. (Notice D, 2018)

Figure 6 Fire rating class
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Ellen E-ferry complies with DMAs rule 2.1.1 witch states that every new passenger ship
carrying more than 36 persons aboard, must comply with class A-60. This class
requirement must only be followed in the certain parts of the ship, such as hull,
bulkheads, superstructure, vertical zones Etc. Rest of the ship do not require any class
and is rated class A-0.
Ellen A-class division sections are found on all 4 decks and are in the following
locations.
The drawing provided by the naval architects indicates a-class division with a red line.
Bridge deck has an A rating back wall towards the aft of the ship which also has a A-

Figure 7 fire & safety
plan- Bridge

class rating door.
The door opens into a stairway that leads to crew cabins with allows the fire to go upwards in case
of fire.

Figure 8 A-class dividions across different decks

Below the bridge the three are crew quarters as well as sun deck. Only crew quarters have A-class
division enclosing the stairs below, again to prevent the fire from spreading upwards, Rest of the
crew quarter are fully enclosed with b-class division.
Main deck which contains both cargo deck and passenger accommodations have A-class divisions
enclosing all passenger compartments.
Further below of the lowest deck aka: Engine room, the battery rooms are fully enclosed by A-class
division. (Plan, Fire & Safety, 2018)
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Extinguishing medium
Water

DMA chapter II-2 A rule 3 and onward, describes mandatory fire extinguishing equipment onboard
ships. The following analysis will focus on the requirements and current installation onboard E-ferry
Ellen.
Waterhydrants/monitors

Regulation 3 states every ship must be provided with fire pumps, hydrants and equipment to use the
hydrants functionally either by hoses and nozzles or monitors permanently installed on the ship.
Passenger ships carrying less than 500 people during voyage must comply with regulation 3.3.2
which states that there must be at least 2 fire hydrants/monitors installed onboard.
The water supply must be arranged so that monitors can be provided with water from multiple
sources in case of malfunction. This could be from another fire pump or emergency fire pump, the
fire pumps as well as emergency fire pump must be located outside machinery space incase engine
room fire occurs, this rule can be neglected if fire pumps are behind/covered by an A-60 class fire
rating. The capacity of the individual fire pump must be at least 80% of the total needed capacity to
deliver water, this limit does not apply if the system delivers below 25m^3/hr.
Water hydrants must be positioned in such way that two jets from different sources can reach any
part of the ship within reach of one fire hose. In enclose compartments separated by bulkhead same
regulation apply. Each fire nozzle must be configurable to spray/jet configuration. (Notice D, 2018)

Ellen is equipped with following water extinguishing systems. Foam monitors that mix water with
foam and are located on the main car deck. Ellen has 2 foam monitors installed, Aft and forward on
the car deck. Each monitor can reach half of the car deck separately. The monitors are remotely
controlled from 3 separate locations, one being next to the monitors second being from the bridge,
third position of the remote control is currently unknown as the ship is still being built.
The foam tanks are located on the lower deck between two main battery rooms. The storing
compartment contains both foam for the monitors, batteries as well as high
pressure tanks for high-fog sprinkler system (Jens Christiensen, 2018)
Furthermore Ellen has water hydrants installed across all decks, a total of 13 are
permanently installed and are marked as shown in figure 9. No water hydrants are

Figure 9 water
hydrant symbol

installed on the bridge. There is one right outside crew quarter on the sundeck
level as well as one aft of the ship also on the sundeck.
Further below multiple water hydrants are installed in the passenger compartment area.
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A total of 4 water hydrants are installed on the ro-ro deck and 4 more in the engine room.
(Jens Christiensen, 2018)
Sprinkler System

Regulation 13.2 states that Ships carrying more than 36 passengers must be an equipped with a
working deluge/sprinkler
system onboard in
compliance IMOresolution A.800(19). Eferry Ellen has deluge

Figure 10 fire management monitoring (Topp, 2018)

system installed on the RO-RO deck, both forth and aft sections of the deck. (Notice D, 2018)
Any required automatic deluge system, fire detection and fire alarm system shall be capable of
immediate operation at all times and no action by the crew shall be necessary to set it in operation.
Areas where water can cause harm to the equipment an alternative extinguishing medium can be
used. Spaces which are categorized as low fire risk, such as toilets etc. (Notice D, 2018)

Ellen E-ferry has 2 types of sprinkler system installed. One is a traditional sprinkler setup with is
positioned on the ro-ro deck which both works independently but also supplies water monitors in
case of fire to comply with regulation D which states that at least 2 multiple water sources must be
capable to engage a single fire. Besides the ro-ro deck the water sprinkler is installed on the bridge.
The second type of sprinkler system is a hi-fog system that is purposed to extinguish a fire with a
minimal use of water and therefor reducing damage caused by water to a minimum, the high-fog
systems operated by pressurizing the system with gas tanks stored on the lower deck between
battery compartments. The system works by releasing a small amount of water with high velocity
trough a diffuser with spreads the water over a huge area and helps to ensure that cooling is done
more efficiently than that of a classic sprinkler system. The high-fog system is installed in crew cabins
below the bridge and on the passenger deck. (Plan, Fire & Safety, 2018)
Foam

According to DMA’s rule 6 part 4 any space containing internal combustion engines, or oil-fuel
settling tanks or oil-fuel units, one foam fire extinguisher of at least 45 liters capacity or a fixed
installation. Or one carbon dioxide extinguisher of at least 16 kg capacity shall be provided,.
(Notice D, 2018)
Ellen E ferry is equipped with 2 foam monitors on the ro-ro deck which are directly supplied from a
foam tanks installed between the engine/battery rooms:
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Furthermore there are full foam system for the battery cases in the battery room.
Both system have separate tanks installed between battery compartments. This system is explained
in detail in the chapter regarding battery cases.
(Jensen, 2018)
The foam provided to Ellen E-ferry is from FIFI4Marine. Fifi4Marine is provider of fire safety
solutions for marine applications. Fifi marine provides foam for all kinds of fire applications,
including is this special case where the ship is driven by batteries, Fifi marine claims their foam
products can prevent expanding battery fires by preventing thermal runaway and heat propagation
between battery racks. The foam is nontoxic, it is considered safe for humans and have no
environmental impact since it is 100% bio degradable. It has a lifetime of 10 years and can be refilled
direct at sea by ship’s crew. (FIFI4Marine, 2018)

Portable fire extinguishers

DMA’s rule 14 subsection 5 covers the requirements for transportable fire extinguishing systems.
Following rules must be implemented on board all class D ships build after January 2003.
At each deck level in each hold or compartment where vehicles are carried, there must be portable
fire extinguishers on both sides of the room provided with a distance of not more than 20 meters
apart. There must be placed at least one portable fire extinguisher at each entrance to these rooms.
On ro-ro deck there must be 2 portable foam extinguishers unless foam can be provided by other
means. (Notice D, 2018)
Ellen E ferry is equipped with 16 units of powder filled fire extinguishers with a capacity of 6 kg per
unit and one co2 extinguisher.
2 fire extinguishers are place on the bridge. One powder and one co2 filled extinguisher.
2 extinguishers are in the crew quarters. Outside the crew quarters two extinguishers are placed on
the sun deck one located in the aft section of the ship and one outside crew compartments.
Passenger area has 3 portable fire extinguishers and ro-ro deck has 2.
Engine room contains 1 fire Extinguisher placed next to electric drives. (Plan, Fire & Safety, 2018)

Escape routes and their installations.

According to DMA’s rule 6-1 escape routes must be equipped with handrails on each side if the
passage if above 1 meter wide. Also, the rails must be installed to withstand a 750N/m force.
There must be exit routes from all the spaces on the ship normally used to a muster/ exit site.
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The exit paths must be chosen so that they follow the most direct route to the site of the design and
they must labeled with the rescue and symbols adopted by IMO Resolution A. Exit ways must not be
blocked by furniture or other obstacles unless the obstacles are moveable like chairs etc. Inside of
each cabin door and in the other common rooms simplified schematic maps must be showing the
location of the observer and the way out marked with arrows. (Notice D, 2018)

Ellen E ferry is built in compliance with DMA’s regulations and has an evacuation plan worked out.
The evacuation plan is approved by DMA according to (R 28-1) section 3 which states the following.
“For new ro-ro passenger ships in Classes B, C and D built on July 1, 1999 or later, the access roads
must be evaluated by an evacuation analysis early in the design phase.”
(Evacuation Plan, 2018)

Figure 11 Evacuation plan- Escape rutes
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Personal protection equipment for fire fighting
In case of the crew needs to fight fires or evacuate persons in a smoke-filled area, The DMA II-2 A
Regulation 11 describes what the smoke diving equipment should consist of and where such
equipment must be located. First of the PPE for firefighting must comply with the following:
Protective clothing

This can be a two-piece suit or a jumpsuit, which purpose is to protect the skin from heat radiation,
fire and scalding by steam. Last the outer surface of the suit must be made of water resistance
material to prevent the suit from being soaked and there by the firefighter may be slowly cooked.

Boots and gloves

Boots and gloves must be made of rubber, or other non-electrical conducting material. This is to
ensure the health of the firefighter while he is searching for casualties and may come across exposed
live wires.

Helmet

Helmet which have the purpose is to protect against impacts, these impacts could happen while
searching in areas with low vision.
Lamp

Electric safety lamp of an approved type which can be light in a period of minimum three hours.
Firefighter ’s axe.

SCBA

The PPE also must consist of a breathing apparatus of an approved type which is a Self-contained
Compressed-air-operated Breathing Apparatus or in short SCBA. This SCBA must have a cylinder
which are able to contain air in the amount of 1200 liters, or other self-contained breathing
apparatus can be used, but they will need to be functioning for at least 30 min.
If the ship is using SCBA spare cylinders needs to be provides so all SCBA have a spare capacity of
2400 liter.
There are some exceptions, when the ship is carrying five or more SCBA, the total amount stored
capacity of free air does not need to exceed 9600 liters.
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The other exception is if the ship is able to recharge its cylinders with full pressure and air free of any
contamination, then each SCBA only needs to be provided with extra 1200 liters of free air. And the
total amount of free air in the ship do not need to exceed 4800 liters of free air.
In case of a ship which have a lot of spare air cylinders, all of them must be interchangeable, so that
no matter where in the ship the crew are combating fires, the air cylinders does always fit the SCBA.
Lifeline

Each of the SCBA must have a fireproof lifeline which are able to be attached with a snap hook to the
harness of the apparatus. This can also be done with a separate belt in order to prevent the SCBA
harness to be detached when something or someone is pulling in the lifeline
(Notice D, 2018)

Available firefighting equipment
To make sure that a certain amount of firefighting equipment sets is available onboard a ship, the
DMA have made regulation about this manner and is described in DMA II-2 A Regulation 11.3 and
11.3.2. Ships that are more than 40 meters and less than 60 meters long should have a least two set,
further on if the ship are able to carry more than 36 passengers. Two equipment sets must be
provided for every main vertical zone.
(Notice D, 2018)
According to the fire control plan there is no firefighting equipment available on the ferry Ellen, due
to the at any time limited personal it’s not possible to the any smoke diving, the amount of crew
which should be available onboard is decided on recommendations from the DMA and is
determinate in a court of law. The amount of crew is accepted by the DMA by the exceptions written
in section 9 subsection, which is stating that the flag state can decide the rules in above mentioned
section about firefighting equipment is unreasonable or technically unsuitable of the ferry, Ellen.
And do to the fact that the ferry is sailing domestic and there is no point on the route where the
ferry is further away for shore then around 6 miles. That would be explain why no firefighting
equipment is onboard.
(Notice D, 2018, p. 121)
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Case
Battery room

Batteries play a key role onboard the ferry
Ellen, that is why fire in one of the battery
room is a major problem, although the
battery rooms are completely redundant.
Fire or thermal runaway in the battery

Figure 12, Battery room, e-ferryproject.eu

compartment present not only a risk to ship propulsion but more important health and safety of the
crew and passengers, in the following section it will be described which measures have been done to
prevent any battery to get in to the state of thermal runaway and eventually fire.
To understand what can cause fire, this section will describe what thermal runaway is in short terms.
Thermal run away is a combination of a chemical reactions and may also be caused by shorts
circuit inside the cell that can exposed
by too much heat from inside or
outside the battery. It is not a normal
electrical fire. The chemical reactions
generate more heat which causes a
positive feedback cycle (run away) to
intensify the heat until there are no
reactive agents left within the cell.
This chain reaction will cause the cell
to smoke and eventually burst in to
flames. As you can see on the picture
at the right side of the text, when one cell goes into the state of thermal runaway, this intensive
heat from one cell may start another chain reaction, soon the complete battery may be on flames,
and again spread to another battery. If nothing is done to prevent this matter it will become very
dangerous (Lechanche, 2018)
In previous section it has been told that excessive heat is a problem, not only because of thermal
runaway but also the because of the shortening of the life spend. The ideal operation temperature
for the battery is 20 °C.
The first line of precautions against fire or thermal runaway is done by water cooling to make sure
that the battery doesn't reach critical temperatures by itself. The next line of precautions is the
BMS – Battery Monitor System, the system of course has a lot of other functions other than
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keeping an eye on the temperature of all the different battery’s/cell. If the batteries reach the 60
°C for some reason, The BMS will act to prevent the temperature from rising to the critical level,
by shutting of the bad cell/battery so that it is able to be charged on, or in other words being put
in to dwell.
In case of the failure from the BMS or another reason, the battery is not put in to dwell and the
temperature continue rising to approximately 90 °C, then the battery will enter the state of
thermal runaway. This is where the third precaution is taken by a separate foam system delivered
by FIFI4marine, when the cell is opening, and smoke comes out, it is detected by separate
temperature and smoke detector which activates the foam system as shown below the text.

Because the cells are sealed in an IP65 encapsulation, the foam is pushed is to the encapsulation,
that causes the toxic gasses to be displaced and is vented overboard. the foam is injected in a timebased injection sequence. Like the one shown below.
(FIFI4Marine, 2018)

The foam has different purposes. First, if the battery bursts in to flames those are put out, the
second purpose is to cool down the affected module and prevent heat from reaching further, this
foam method have been approved in a so-called type-approval tests by DNV-GL and DMA to prevent
thermal runaway from spreading. The foam has a very high electrical isolation capability, and do not
cause short circuits when injected.
As a last resort and do to the fact that DMA resolution D states, that the battery room is a machine
room category A, the resolution prescribe that a sprinkler system must be installed. To extinguish
fires external from the battery rack or in case all other systems fail.
(Notice D, 2018)
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In case the sprinkler systems have been active inside the battery room, then it may result in
extensive damage. There could also be a slight chance to short out some of the electrical circuits
used for propulsion, although the cells are inside a IP 65 encapsulation.
A sprinkler system may not be the optimal solution for such a battery room, the room is sealed
doing operation and no one form the crew is able to
access the room, another way to extinguish fire in the
room could be to install a CO2 system, because if one of
the batteries are going in to a thermal event, sprinklers
are only able to cool the cabinet, and that would be done
indirect by the foam, and as earlier mentioned the foam is
exclusionary for the toxic gasses.
If we look a thru exp case where Co2 is installed, all the
difference states to prevent a thermal event have be

Figure 13, CO2 run through, own archives

finished and foam is released, the fire alarm outside the cabinets is eventually activated. Now
ventilation to the room is closed and shut off, doing the time the CO2 is released and the fire is put
out, There might be a slightly higher pressure in the room and they might be I slide lower pressure in
the enclosing, when the toxic gasses are being displaced, in that case it is better to have Co2
displacing the gasses instead of water/water mist to prevent any short circuit of the healthy
batteries.
(Jensen, 2018) (FIFI4Marine, 2018)

Ventilation in case of fire.

As seen in the fire roll plan, a normal procedure in case of fire would be to close the ventilation and
especially the fire dampers, that is done to prevent the smoke from spreading. In a fire the smoke
may become so intense and hot that it
ignites everything in its way, causing this
fire to spread very quickly. Again, the
battery room is an interesting part of the
ship do to the fact that the room have
separate ventilation system. The exhaust
gas/air is vented directly overboard. As
earlier mentioned there is a fire/smoke
detector located in every battery rack right
before the air suction pipe. The reason for
this is that any smoke must pass around the

Figure 14, exhaust system, Soeby shipyard
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smoke detector. Doing normal operation, the air change rate is six times pr. hour which is approx.
40

𝑚3
ℎ

for each rack and the room is ventilated with 100

𝑚3
.
ℎ

In case of fire or smoke detect normally

the ventilation would shut down and fire damper would close, but in this case the ventilator for at
suction turns up the rpm and double the amount of air removed from the room, to ensure that the
earlier mentioned explosive gasses is removed. The suction rate is still the same in the racks but, the
suction outside the racks are changed a lot, from 100

𝑚3
ℎ

to 600

𝑚3
ℎ

according to the figure shown on

the righthand side.
(Jensen, 2018)

SEA SURVIVAL AND SAFETY
Safety equipment
DMAs part D chapter 3 states that every ship must carry life-saving appliances, radar transponders,
personal life-saving appliances, survival craft etc, distress flares, specified in the table below.

Every equipment on the list above must comply with the regulations made by SOLAS convention
regulations, which states the following.
For passenger carrying ships within or outside national waters there must be at least 5 percent more
life jacket then there are crew + passengers onboard, there must also be a minimum set of
lifejackets for children which is set as 10% of the passenger count.
For passenger ships within national waters a set specific rules apply that differ from international
passenger ships. These include only 4 lifebuoys, where international water going ships requires 8.
Furthermore only 6 distress flares are required, which is again half that of a ship cruising
international waters.
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Survival craft can be either a lifeboat of a life raft, for ships in national water a very specific set of
rules apply and are stated as following by DMA regulation II/3.6 notes. – “Survival craft may be either
lifeboats complying with section 4.5 or 4.6 or 4.7 of the LSA Code or life-rafts complying with the requirements
of section 4.1 of the LSA Code and of either section 4.2 or 4.3 of the LSA Code. In addition, life-rafts on ro-ro
passenger ships have also to comply with the requirements of Regulation III/5-1.2. When justified by the
sheltered nature of the voyages and/or the favorable climatic conditions of the area of operation, the
Administration of the flag State may accept, if this is not rejected by the host Member State:
(a) open reversible inflatable life-rafts not complying with the section 4.2 or 4.3 of the LSA Code provided that
such life-rafts entirely comply with the requirements of Annex 10 of the High-Speed Craft Code;
(b) life-rafts not complying with the requirements of paragraphs 4.2.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2.2 of the LSA Code on the
insulation against cold of the floor of the life-raft” (Notice D, 2018)

Ellen E-ferry complies with the regulations regarding life raft type and usage.
The ferry is equipped with Viking SBS- (Simple Bowsing System) which is an open type life raft with

Figure 15 VIKING SBS https://www.viking-life.com/en/minislide-systems/marine-evacuation-systems-/evacuationsystems-/5084-sbs-viking-simple-bowsing-system-sbs-sbs-various-sizing

the capacity of 100.
The Viking SBS system can be operated by a single crew member and requires very little instruction
to operate. The system also complies with HSA and LSA code depending on the application it can be
a fully covered raft or an open top type, like seen in the figure 9. (Viking SBS, 2018)
On board Ellen is there:
-

1 Hoist stretcher
2 Life belt with smoke and light
2 Life belt with line
212 Life vest
40 Life vest – Child
5 Life vest baby
2 Immersion suit
4 Life raft
6 Phyrotechnic
1 Radar transponder
2 Handheld emergency vhf radio
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-

1 Defibrillator
3 Emergency Escape Breathing Device

(Plan, Fire & Safety, 2018)
According to DMAs notice D, colon D for ships under 250 passengers, all requirements are met for
rescue equipment. Life vest are located in several places on the ship, including on the bridge, under
the seats in salon, which is also in the portside muster station.

Muster plan
The regulations and rules set out in Message D, Rule 5, describe that survival craft must be located
as close as possible to accommodation and services. In addition, they must be easily accessible so
that passengers can be collected and instructed in the rescue operation. The Muster station area
must be at least 0.35 m2 per. Person, at the same time, stairs and exit that give access to the muster
station must be sufficiently illuminated and at the same time be provided by the electrical
emergency source. As a supplement and as part of this selection, the path to the design site must be
indicated with the muster site symbol in accordance with the IMO resolution.
Ships to the lifeboats must either be made directly from the place they are located, or from the
tipping deck, but not from both. Ships in life rafts shall be fired down with davits and into the ship's
side and retained by them so that persons can safely board the lifeboat. (Notice D, 2018)

All the rules and requirements in Message D, Ellen of course, must live up to. Ellen's way of having
interpreted message D is as follows.
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As shown in Figure 16, it is seen that on the sun deck there are 2 pcs. 100 DKS B-PACK from Viking.
There are 2 lifeboats with room for 100 men in each. At the same time, on the Promenade deck in
the second muster station area is located another 2, which is a requirement from message D that
there should be rescue boats enough for everyone from boarding tables on the starboard and the
port side. As stated in message D, there must be free space of at least 0.35 per square meter area.
passenger. It is stated that Muster station is the passenger saloon starboard side on the main deck,

Figure 16 (Evacuation Plan, 2018)

the total area in the muster station is 138 m2 and the free area is about 71 m2. The required area for
200 persons is 70 m2. (Evacuation Plan, 2018)

In case of evacuation, there must be a plan for the allocation of the crew and passengers. As well as
a plan for how the crew will evacuate the ship. All crew members have their own task, and there
must be enough crews in relation to the number of passengers on board. Ellen stated that in the
summer there are 4 crew members for a maximum of 196 passengers, whereas in winter only 3 crew
members will be on board for 147 passengers. There are 2 evacuations types, the primary and the
secondary. In case of emergency, it is preferred to use the primary evacuation method if possible.
Primary evacuation

The primary evacuation starts with the passengers being advised over the PA system to go to the
salon at the main deck, which is the muster station. The Crew will there provide the passengers with
lifejackets and instructs in their use. The life rafts are launched at the port side and hauled to the
embarkation port. After that the passengers will be disembarked to the port side for the evacuation.
(Evacuation Plan, 2018)
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Secondary evacuation

The passengers are advised over the PA system to go to the salon at the main deck, like in the
primary evacuation. The crew will provide the passengers with lifejackets and instructs in their use.
The life rafts are launched at the starboard side and hauled to the embarkation port. The passengers
will be led across the open car deck, and where they will be disembarked to the starboard side for
evacuation.
(Evacuation Plan, 2018)
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Evacuation roll
When an evacuation occurs, a ship must have an evacuation roll, that is, a list showing which task
each crew member has. In the event of a boat alarm, a signal of the ship's fog horn will be given,
which will be at least 7 short tones followed by a long tone. These tones will be repeated several
times.
The crew members must familiarize themselves with the roll and be aware of which
tasks he must perform in case of boat alarm. When the alarm sounds, you must immediately
proceed to its meeting point as indicated below. If the ship is to be evacuated, the Master will order
it over the ship's speaker system
The charter below describes which positions the crew members have, meeting place and duties.

Position

Meeting point

Duties

Master

The bridge

- Leads all operations and gives orders to leave the ship
- Order SB or BB fleets prepared
- Maintains communication with land
- Handles ship maneuvering
- Establish and keep in touch with the mate
- After evacuation of the ship, the Master goes to the rescue
fleet

Mate

At SB or BB
shipping door

- Is the mater’s deputy
- Collects and instructs passengers at the assembly station
- Manages and delivers lifeboats
- Keep in touch with the Master over the VHF
- Assist passengers in fleet entrances

Security Crew

At SB or BB
shipping door

- Is the Mate’s deputy
- Expires (the particular) lifeboats
- Draws fleets for shipping mail. Before release
- Triggers fleets and sticks
- Assist passengers in fleet entrances

Security Crew 2*

Following the master’s instructions

*only if there over 147 passengers (Evacuation Roll, 2018)
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ISM- INTERNATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT
General
The purpose of the code also called ISM code is to insure a high international standard ship
management when it comes to safety and to prevent pollution from ships.
The code is described in brief terms, this is done to accommodate the usage to a larger extent, so
that it’s possible for all ship owners to incorporate the ISM code.
To have a good safety management system it’s important that the commitment to make the
workplace I safe place to work is being agree on top management level. It’s of the essence for the
result of a safety and pollution plan that employee of all level are motivated to think and act safety.
To ensure that an ISM system is uses SOLAS added another section called section XI that made the
ISM code mandatory with almost no regards to the construction date. The one which are interesting
in this case is: All passengers incl. high-speed passenger ship must be ISM-certified by d. 01 July
1998.
(campus, 2017)

Purpose
The main goal for the ISM-code is to insure the safety at sea, also important to secure the
prevention of accidents. This must be done to prevent casualty and loss of life. A part of this goal is
also to prevent environmental problems and disasters.
A lot of accidents have unfortunately happened, when such accidents happens is it important to
make an analysis of what causes the accidents. The cause of accident was found to be as shown
below:

Figure 17, Error, Own archives
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Earlier investigations have shown that for every major incident, ten smaller comes before that. And
30 damage or accidents before that and at last 600 near misses, where nothing happens but there
might be a problem.
(campus, 2017)

ISM code construction
The code is divides into 13 part which is as following.
1. General
2. Security and environmental protection policy
3.

Shipowners' Response and Authority

4. Designated person(s) a shore
5. The master's responsibilities and authorities
6. Resources and personnel
7. Development of plans for operations on board
8. Emergency preparedness
9. Reports and analyzes of deviations, accidents and dangerous situations
10. Ship and equipment maintenance
11. Documentation
12. Company confirmation, review and evaluation
13. Certification, Confirmation and Control
All ship owner must make a detailed action plan, how they decide to obtain certification of the ship.
Regarding combining the ISM code in their ship management system. Other than that, the plan
need to describe policies from the ship owner on regards to safety management, and pin point a
designated person in charge.
To get certified you must apply to the DMA, if they find the application good enough the DMA will
follow up on making an audit. Then a meeting between DMA and the ship owner, together they
agree on a period which the safety management system is being implemented in. Following up on
the SMS, the DMA together with ship owner decide the time which with in an audit is needed to be
held. After the first audit the ship is now able to get a certificate in safe ship operation in short SMC Safety management certification and what is known as DOC – Document of compliance. These
documents must be onboard as well as a copy need to be stored at the ship owner’s office and is
valid for a period of 5 years.
In case of any major changes like the designated person is being replaced the DMA are in title to
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demand an extra audit. (IMO, 1995) (campus, 2017)

SMS – SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The SMS system have shortly been
mentioned in the above section.
The system is what you would call
the second layer of the ISM code.
By that it means that to make a
good SMS system you must take the
13 parts of the ISM code into

Figure 18, safety, DNVGL.com

consideration. This safety control
system is turned in to an action plan or a tool which can be used, for instance if the crew must do
non-routine repair work and is in doubt what have how to secure some parts. There can look in the
SMS system. As mentioned earlier this is also a way for the ship owner to document a structured
system to insure a high degree of safety to passengers, crew, ship but also the environment.
Another objective of this dynamic system is to motivate and changing the attitude towards getting
things done in a safe way rather than the fastest way. This way of thinking can hopefully contribute
to better work environment.
(IMO, 1995)
The preparation of such system takes a great deal of time. The owner of Ellen which is Ærø
commune, have an advantage do to fact that they already have ferry which should have a
functioning safety management system. Then it would be possible for the commune to reuse a lot
contents from the already existing Ship management system. Of course, some of the SMS systems
must be created from scratch. As mentioned at the section about fire, the ship does not have any
combustion engine on onboard, there by the ferry do also not need any chief engineer. That means
the SMS system should e.g consist of information how battery room fires should be handled, or how
defect must be taken care of until the ferry is able to get assistants form shore.
Risk assessment is another section in the SMS system, all risks must be taken in to consideration,
and that could be from everyday operation to collisions. To help the owner with all these risk
assessments, who would have to question them self, what can go wrong, afterwards they must
process the thoughts and maybe even in some cases observation and put the outcome into the table
shown below. (IMO, 1995)
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Figure 19, Risk assessment, tsic.org.au

Once the risks have been identified, then it’s possible to place any controls measures to reduce the
risk as much reasonably practicable. The measures take aim to
•

Stop it from happening in the first place

•

Reduce the chance of it happening

•

Reduce the harm or damage that it causes if it does happen

Control measures normally include:
1. Eliminate (don’t do that thing, remove that devise/gear)
2. Substitute (do that task a different safer way, use safer devise or gear)
3. Engineering (build something which makes the task/devise safer)
4. Administration (training staff and developing procedures to do the task safer)
5. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) (protecting crew with PPE – last resort)
and are normally ranked in the same order with 1 being the best and 5 being running out of measures.
After going thru this process, you might want to redo it again, must get as close to “reasonably
practicable” to eliminate any kind of risks. All these observations, identifications of initial risks, risk
control measures and residual risks all must be written down in the safety management system.
(Tsic, 2015)
Of cause the SMS system is a lot more then above mentioned, the extent of a SMS is a complete report
by itself, unfortunately it was' t possible to look of the SMS made for Ellen do to the fact that it hasn’t
been completed yet.
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MAINTENANCE
General
As early mentioned the E ferry is not yet in operation, that is why it isn’t possible to get any
maintenance plan. It is therefore difficult to get familiarized with the philosophy behind the plan.
During our interview with Ole, we got some insight in the software which they plan to use. However,
it’s about all that has been planned for maintenance during the time of writing. The software that is
due to be used for maintenance onboard Ellen E-ferry is called Marad 5. Marad 5 allows users to
easily add and monitor tasks and parts so there is a complete overview of the ships parts and timing
for maintenance.
Doing the conversation with Ole, he informed that serval service agreement have been made. But
overall the experience with maintaining an electrical ferry is very small, and knowledge around
maintenance must be gained doing the first years of operations. But overall the experience with
maintaining an electrical ferry is very small, and knowledge around maintenance must be gained
doing the first years of operations.

Redundancy
By redundancy, we understand that you have multiple devices that preform the same job thus if one
breaks down the second device can step in and so the system is so called redundant. There are many
types of redundancy, the most common form of redundancy is active redundancy, it means that you
have more than one option to perform a required task. To decide if redundancy is required, you can
use methods like FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), where you are deciding how important
and necessary redundancy is for the operation. There are many types of redundancy, it can be done
as 2 * 100% of the equipment or 3* 50%. In the situation of Ellen there might have been some
thoughts about how to maintain and how much redundancy is needed, because they have decided
to not include a marine and technical engineer on board. (West, 2015)

Maintenance according to ISM
As earlier mentioned the maintenance system must be a part of the SMS system. If we look at
section 10.1 in the ISM code it states:
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“The Company should establish procedures to ensure that the ship is maintained in conformity with
the provisions of the relevant rules and regulations and with any additional requirements which may
be established by the company”.
(Societies, 2001, p. 1)
The maintenance procedures should be documented and should ensure that applicable law, classes
and the port state requirements are satisfied, and that compliance is maintained in the intervals
between third-party surveys (DNV-GL) and audits by DMA. The maintenance procedures should also
include any additional requirements established by the Company. These may arise, for example,
from a knowledge gained from previous maintenance of machinery and equipment, from the
demands of a ferry operations, or from recommendations in the equipment manual. It’s especially
important that the fire fighting and lifesaving equipment is fully functioning, in case the equipment is
needed and is fully updated and is documented as well as all other electrical and mechanical
equipment. A systematic approach to the maintenance system is first to make a comprehensive
asset register or a database of all equipment onboard, which should be rather easy do to the fact
that the ship Is brand new. In this database as many information’s should be collected such as:

1. The establishment of maintenance intervals;
2. The definition of the methods and frequency of inspection;
3. The specification of the type of inspection and measuring equipment to be used,
and the accuracy required of it;
4. The establishment of appropriate acceptance criteria (pass/fail);
5. The assignment of responsibility for inspection activities to appropriately qualified
personnel;
6. The assignment of responsibility for maintenance activities to appropriately
qualified personnel;
7. The clear definition of reporting requirements and mechanisms.

After established information regarding the above mentioned, some of the information must be
developed to a larger detailing, so that it is possible to develop checklist and procedures, so the
inspections or maintenance is done correctly. Checklist and procedures must be made in respect to
manufacturers’ recommendations or specifications stated by DMA. (Societies, 2001)
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CONCLUSION
During our investigation throughout the rapport. We have reached a conclusion that DMAs notice D
has to be applied and maintained for ferries sailing in national waters. The notice D is an extension
of a notice B which is a Danish conversion of SOLAS. Ellen E ferry is described as an alternative
design, because of that there is no need to have an emergency genset onboard, however at the time
of writing, DMA and project team are still having arguments weather a generator set with
combustion engine must be onboard. In addition, Ellen complies with all the rules regarding
firefighting that are stated in notice D. This is done by complying with the requirements for
firefighting including sprinkler systems, water cannons and portable fire extinguishers, etc.
Furthermore, the rules of Notice D relating to sea rescue are observed, among other things, because
muster stations comply with size requirements despite sparse space aboard, there is also sufficient
capacity in the life rafts on each side, etc. At the time of writing the safety management system has
not yet been implemented, as this is currently not yet designed.
Therefore we cannot conclude on the final details regarding SMS, however the company behind
ferry operation have implemented a working SMS system in companies 3 operating ferries, hence
we see no reason why Ellen’s SMS system wouldn’t comply with current rules and regulations. It
became obvious during the rapport that as of writing the Danish Maritime Authority does not cover
alternative designs.
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PERSPECTIVATION
The ship industry is facing a great number of obstacles in the years to follow, the first thing is to be
less conservative and by that meaning they would have to accept a lot more alternative design. One
example which have been noticed by the group doing the course of writing this report and
communicate with the project team etc. The project team are having a hard time convincing the
DMA that an emergency generator set with combustion engine is not necessary. Although this is
only to be used doing an emergency, the whole principle of a completely green energy driven ferry
slams to the ground, this is also why the project teams have been proven the redundancies and the
extra amount of capacity to the DMA. For our information this is still an ongoing matter but is a sign
of being a little bit stuck in the past.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1 – Fire roll
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13Npcmq5QkzDHTTPDrUqI1sdtBAQwKCKJ

Appendix 2 – FIFI presentation
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZkiuvEyZPQHNNI9yHB2Q28pxQpPotl93

Appendix 3 – Evacuation roll
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13YjmcKSKJJNWWtjWTyrjhbAib1eM8aRX

Appendix 4 – Evacuation Plan
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13YjmcKSKJJNWWtjWTyrjhbAib1eM8aRX
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